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Twenty Is A Charm! From the Eclitor

Art by Crystal Carpenter, Massachusetts.

Dear Readers and Contributors
Welcome to our 20th Anniversary Issue! In

1988, we were the first multicultural magazine in
the country. We had great ideas and concepts, but
no office, computer, experience or money to pub
lish a magazine. We used our friend's computer for
typesetting the page columns. Photographs and art
pieces were sized to fit on the desired pages and
half-toned. Using an exacto knife and a glue stick,
we cut and pasted them to make a camera-ready
copy of our pages.

Twenty years ago, personal computers (and e
mails) were not at all as common as today. Most
submissions came by snail mail (some from as far
away as Senegal, addressed to Stepping Stones or
Skipping Scones on Hazelnut Road, Cottage Cheese,
Oregano) at the Aprovecho Institute where we
began. In 1991, we moved to the city ofEugene.

Now, many submissions and most of the art and
photographs come as digital files. We do the whole
layout process electronically! Every technology has
its ups and downs. We have had our fair share of
computer glitches and crashes. And everyday, we
get plenty of spam and junk e-mails. People also
tend to expect a speedy response to their e-mail
requests. But on the whole, we have managed to go
forward with our mission, in spite of the increased
costs and economic constraints.

During the last 20
years, we've come a long
way as a society! Most
of you have PCs, cell
phones and e-mail. You
skype, chat, and blog.
Ranjeet, born in 2007 in
my exterided family, even
has a blog devoted just
for him!

Not withstand
ing these technological
advances, close to a billion
people on this planet live
in dire economic condi
tions and unhealthy envi-

ronments. Some are results of wars (in Afghanistan,
Darfur, Iraq, Palestine, Sudan and elsewhere) and
natural disasters like droughts, earthquakes, floods
and hurricanes (recently in Bihar, China, Haiti,
Myanmar, Louisiana and Texas). Other reasons also
include human greed, mismanagement and indus
trial developments, pollution and accidents.

Last week, I visited the relocated Aprovecho
Research Center in Cottage Grove, Oregon, which
continues to promote, produce, test arid provide
energy-efficient cook stoves for low-income
regions of the world. These cook stoves use not
only less firewood, thus reducing labor for collect
ing it and reducing the demand for it, but also help
reduce smoke in the kitchen and greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere!

We need many more people and organizations
working to improve the quality of life for the poor,
homeless, elderly, refugees and indigenous societ
ies that may have a paid heavy price but have not
benefited from such technological developments.
When we work to help others-not for our own
personal gains or with a profit motive-our life
has meaning, purpose. It is not enough to just
take care of ourselves! On pages 6-7 we honor 20
prominent women and men who have put society's
well-being ahead of themselves! We can discover

countless such individu
als in every culture and
country.

We hope that during
our 20 years, Skipping
Stones' pages have
inspired you to think
globally and act locally
In your own commu
nities. Our purpose and
pledge is to put you, the
people, and the planet
before profits, always!
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The Editor's Mailbag What our Student Reviewers Are Saying...

Skipping Stones

-Christine Loabile, Botswana.

Nov. - Dec. 2008

I thought this issue was incredible! You outdid
yoursel£1! I was attached to the whole issue. The

poems were powerful as was the Abstinence article. The
theme was great and the issue was not crowded.

-Vincent Clementi, 14, Colorado.

I like the themes, especially the aspect of
finding one's various nationalities and

our own multiculturalism. The Best of All
JfOrlds summed up the life of a multicultur
al kid accurately, and I can only applaud My
Quest for illuminating the fact that many
people only see stereotypes. Even though
the pages are filled to the brim, the font is
easy to read and the font-size isn't too small,
so it doesn't seem overcrowded. The maga
zine is suited for everyone.

-Katie Grosser, 17, Germany.

I am very excited and honored to be recognized
(with the 2008 Youth Honor Award) by such a quality

publication. I also appreciate the advice you gave me
during the editing process.

I am enjoying reading every article and was struck
by how kids and teens from such different places have
much in common. I really learned something from
other authors... I especially enjoyed the pieces, My
Kasiisi and Feel the Beat.

-Alexandra Stephens, 15, Georgia.

W hat the editor had to say is absolutely right.
It is good to buy local foods. In grocery

stores, I fear our fruits and vegetables seem to be big
ger than usual, but the taste is not the same. If everyone

steps up and buys local
fruit and veggies, maybe
the grocery stores will
take notice. I was pleased
to read the Open Letter
to Sen. Barack Obama.
Unfortunately, racism is
still alive in the world
today.

Happy 20th!

-Crystal Carpenter,
Massachusetts. Art by
Crystal. Also see p. 8.

Dumela (Hello).

Let me begin by congratulating you on yet another
wonderful magazine, May-August 2008 issue.

I look forward to each issue and read it from cover
to cover before passing it around the rest of the staff.

I'm an American citizen married to a
Motswana and living in Botswana, a small,
Southern African country. I've been liv
ing here since November of 1982, when I
arrived as a Peace Corps volunteer.

Skipping Stones comes to me as a gift
from a very dear friend whom I taught
with in Colorado before volunteering with
the Peace Corps.

Be assured that the magazine is gra
ciously received with two hands (That's our custom to
demonstrate how pleased we are with the gift).

Sala Sentle (Stay well),

There is nothing like turning the pages of Skipping
Stones to make me feel the reality of planetary citizen
ship. For 20 years, this unique forum has provided a
superb, globe-spanning hospitality, accommodating with
disarming and often breathtaking honesty the first-hand
experience of the world's children in all its heights,
depths and breadth. As an adult reader, I am moved and
informed by the art and literature of young creators,
who in different moments are frankly exulting, earnest
ly inquiring, confiding their sorrows, sharing impor
tant life lessons and struck with wonder. I especially
marvel how Skipping Stones maintains its
buoyantly positive spirit-both playful
and purposeful-while also attending to
the difficult aspects of children's experi
ences, including their poignant encoun
ters with death, divorce, displacement, war,
poverty, exile and prejudice. Here I find
the personal dimension of international
news and history, rejoining me to a com
mon humanity that bridges cultural and
political differences.

My heartiest thanks and congratulations!

-K. Pavani Nagaarjuna, Oregon.
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Twenty Things You Might Like to Try before You Turn 20/

I~Jo
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Winner of the National Association for Multicultural Education,
EdPress, Writer, NewsStand Resources & Parent's Choice Awards

15. Try "Weird" Foods: As you grow, so do your taste
buds. Try foods you once disliked, as well as ones that
seemed strange previously.

16. Read the Newspaper. The more you know about
what's going on, the better you can change or support
it. Also, it's a great lifelong habit to instill.

17. Enjoy Nature! Appreciate the beauty and simplic
ity of nature. Hike, camp, swim, walk, spend time out
side as much as possible.

18. Find the Value in Your Time and Money.What
we spend our time and money on is very important.
Spend them wisely.

19. Learn about Your Culture and Heritage. Write
or visit your older relatives to learn about your family's
cultural roots, traditions, languages, stories and history.

20. Do Something Big! Climb the biggest mountain
in your state, write a book, enter a contest. Feel the
sense of achievement and boost your self-confidence!

-Molly McHugh, our student intern from the Univ. ifOregon.

1. Travel. Whether to Europe or to a place two hours
away, travel. Immerse yourself rather than being just a
tourist. Record your trip, take note of the places you
particularly enjoy; maybe you'll live there eventually.

2. Read Regularly! Create a list of books you're inter
ested in. However, don't ever finish the list. Add another
book or two each time you finish one.

3. Learn to Drive. Even if this doesn't end up being
your primary mode of transportation (for reasons rang
ing from the environment to gas prices), learning to

drive is a valuable skill ...and a fun endeavor.

4. Play an Instrument. Join a choir, pick up a guitar,
or borrow a drum set. If lessons are costly, check out
self-teaching books or tapes, or ask someone who's
skilled to teach you. Make it fun, not a chore.

S.Join a Team. Whether it's soccer or debate,join any
sort of school or community team.Teamwork teaches!

6. Ride your Bike (. . .or scooter or skateboard or roller
blade). Being able to get yourself short distances will
make you feel independent. And, it's a great exercise!

7. Open a Bank Account. Start saving your money
early on. Ask your parents to help you open an account
and begin putting money towards your college or other
future plans.

8. Learn to Cook. You are never too young to learn
to cook. Use your parents' help and cookbooks to
experiment with dishes you enjoy or would like to try.

9. Donate to Worthy Causes. There's no minimum
age requirement on giving, whether it's old toys, money
or your time. Organize or participate in a fundraiser.

10. Garden! Grow your own fruits and vegetables. It's
not difficult, but it does take some effort and time.

11. Get Your First Job. If you're too young to get
one, think about the kind of work you'll eventually
want. Volunteer (if you can) at a nearby workplace.

12. Learn Another Language: If your school offers
one, take it. If a friend or relative is bilingual, ask them
for help. A translation dictionary will be useful.

13. Write Letters! Write a letter to the editor of your
local newspaper or your government representative (OJ
to Skipping Stones) about something you feel strongl~

about. Putting your voice out there is important!

14. Keep a Journal. Write down things that happer
to you, from the first day of school to an importanl
event. It's a good way to collect your memories.
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Visit your library or the Internet to learn more about these Role Models of the 20th Century!

An Honor Roll of 20 Inspirational Women and Men

Mahatma Gandhi
(1869-1948) b. in India

Paul Robeson
(1898-1976) in New Jersey

Peace Pilgrim
(1908-1981) b. New Jersey

Mother Theresa
(1910-1997) b. Macedonia

Nelson Mandela
b. 1918, Iranskai, South Africa

Pete Seeger
b. 1919 in New York

Thich Nhat Hanh
b. 1926 in Central Vietnam

Cesar Chavez
(1927-1993) b. Yuma, Arizona

Maya Angelou
b.1928inMissouri

Martin Luther King, Jr.
(1929-1968) b. Atlanta, GA

Rev. Desmond Tutu
b. 1931 in South Africa

Toni Morrison
b. 1931 in Ohio

Dr. Jane Goodall
b. 1934 in London, England

Hon. Dalai Lama
b. 1935 in Tibet; lives in India

David Suzuki
b. 1936 in Vancouver, Canada

A lawyer, community organizer, editor, humanitarian and life-long
vegetarian. Father of the 20th century's nonviolent resistance movement.

All-American football player, law school graduate, struggled against racism
and discrimination throughout his career. Author, musician and actor.

She walked over 25,000 miles promoting peace. Carrying no possessions,
she'd walk until given shelter and eat when given food. In her 28 year
pilgrimage, she touched the hearts and lives of thousands of people.

A life-long humanitarian who served the poor. Founded the Missionaries
of Charity in 1950. Honored with the 1979 Nobel Peace Prize.

He became the first Black President of South Africa after Apartheid ended.
He had been imprisoned for life but was released in 1990. He embraced a
multicultural future for his country. Winner, the 1993 Nobel Peace Prize.

American folk singer, song-writer, author, and peace and environmental
activist. He wrote and recorded many famous songs during his long career.

A spiritual leader who works tirelessly to cultivate mindful living, inner
peace and social change. He is a poet, speaker, community builder and
author of many books, including Being Peace.

He was a civil rights and labor leader as well as a farm worker, a spiritual
figure, a community servant and social entrepreneur, a crusader for
nonviolent social change, an environmentalist and a consumer advocate.

Poet laureate, Pulitzer Prize-winning author, actress, songwriter, director
and producer of films. Worked on civil rights issues with Dr. King.

Civil rights leader who employed Gandhi's nonviolent methods for social
change. Famous for his "I have a Dream" speech. 1964 Nobel Peace Prize.

A religious leader, he was a vocal opponent of apartheid in South Africa.
He chaired the Truth and Reconciliation Commision of South Africa.
Received the 1984 Nobel Peace Prize. Current chair of "The Elders."

Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist, educator and editor. Became the first
African-American woman to receive the 1993 Nobel Prize in literature.

Author, primatologist and ethologist who studied chimpanzees. She works
to save them from extinction. Winner, 2001 Gandhi-King Peace Award.

The spiritual teacher and political leader of Tibetan Buddhists.He is a
humble, kind and compassionate being. 1989 Nobel Peace Prize winner.

A Japanese Canadian science broadcaster and TV host for CBC nature
shows. He was voted the "Greatest Living Canadian" for his valuable
contribution to environmental issues. He founded the Suzuki Foundation.
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"This is the way ofpeace: Overcome evil with good,falsehood with truth, and hatred with love."
-Peace Pilgrim

Wangari M. Maathai
b. 1940 in Kenya

Aung San Suu Kyi
b. 1945 in Rangoon, Mayanmar

Mata Amritanandamayi
b. 1953 in Kerala, India

Oprah Winfrey
b. 1954 in Mississippi

Winona LaDuke
b. 1959 in Minnesota

Founder of the Green Belt Movement. Winner, the 2004 Nobel Peace
Prize. Known for environmental work and reforestation in Kenya, Africa.

A symbol of heroic and peaceful resistance for the Burmese people, she
represents their hope for an end to the country's military repression.

Known as the "Hugging Saint" and a spiritual teacher, Amma is a humble
humanitarian who offers a perfect example of selflessness and pure love.

TV talk show host, news anchor, and a highly influential and popular
African-American personality today. Oprah has many charitable projects.

Native American author and speaker on environmental issues, indigenous
cultures and women's concerns. She ran as a vice presidential candidate.

I# invited you to write about your role models.
Here is one example if the essays we received:

Joanne Rowling akaJ.K. Rowling

Joanne is an author who, through her magical
books, taught an entire generation of readers the fun
and pleasure in reading and using one's imagination.

But there is more to this British author. Anyone
who was lucky enough to have heard, seen or read
the Harvard commencement speech she gave in
June 2008 knows that throughout her life, she has
overcome hardship and failure and in spite of this
or maybe because of this--succeeded in a way she
herself might have never found imaginable. In this
difficult situation, she put all her energy into finish
ing the only thing that mattered to her: her books.

J.K. Rowling was so poor that she lived on state
benefits as a single mother. And today, she is the one
of the richest persons in Britain and a happily mar
ried mother of three. She devotes much of her life
to her family and various philanthropic projects.

This woman deserves to be on anyone's list of
heroes and role models regardless of whether they
like her books or not. Her determination and the
inner strength she found show all of us that failure
can have benefits and that no matter how hard we
fall, getting up and pushing on may get us higher
than we ever imagined before.

-Katie Grosser, 17, German-American, Germany.

The 2008 Right Livelihood Awards

The 2008 Right Livelihood Awards, also known
as the Alternative Nobel Prize, honor champions of
independent journalism, peace-building and social
justice, The award amount of SEK 2 million, about
U.S. $281,500, will be shared by the four recipients:

- Krishnammal and Sankaralingam Jagannathan,
and their group, Landfor the Tillers' Freedom (India),
were honored for their lifetime of hard work dedi
cated to putting in practice the Gandhian vision of
social justice and sustainable human development, for
which they have been referred to as India's soul.

-Amy Goodman (USA), founder and host of
Democracy Now!, a daily grassroots, global TV/radio
news hour, was honored for developing an innova
tive model of truly independent political journalism
that brings to people the alternative voices that are
often excluded by the mainstream media.

• Asha Hagi (Somalia) was recognized for her lead
ership in women's participation in the peace and
reconciliation process, at great personal risk, in her
war-ravaged country of Somalia.

• Monika Hauser (Germany), gynecologist & found
er of Medica Mondiale was recognized for her long
commitment to helping women who have experi
enced sexual violence in some of the most danger
ous regions of the world and campaigning for them
to receive social recognition and compensation.

Visit www.rightlivelihood.orgfor more information.
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Twenty!
What if there was no twenty?

20/20 is a late night show on ABC

Venti is twenty in Italian

There are twenty centimeters in two decimeters,

Veinte is twenty in Spanish

There's a village named Twenty in Lincolnshire,

England

Er shi is twenty in Chinese

Twenty Questions is a fun game

Zwanzig is twenty in German

NFL stars Ronde Barber, Ed Reed and Brian
Dawkins have 20 as their number

Twintig is twenty in Dutch

Mississippi is the twentieth state

Vingt is twenty in French

James Garfield was the 20th President of the U.S.
Dwadziescia is twenty in Polish

We have twenty-dollar bills in the United States

Nijuu is twenty in Japanese
"T" is the 20th letter of the alphabet

And everyone has twenty fingers and toes

We'd miss all of these things!

-Art and poem by Claudia Buszta, 13, ConnectiClit.

With Love

SI\ipping Stonc. Ha. Turnccl 10!

Our hearifelt thanks to you: our contributors,
interns, readers, subscribers, supporters and volun
teers}for your support during the past 20 years.

Together, we can turn pages not only of an
issue but also in the course of human history.
United, we can move many mountains. Diversity
is the key to our Sustainability.

Let's find Unity in our Diversity!

My cultural background is American Indian and
Black. I love art and hope to never stop learning new
techniques to better myself. My piece "With Love," (see

page3) expresses how I feel when I read your magazine.
It's like everything pops out with Love. My second
piece is called Celebration (see page 4).

-Crystal Carpenter, Massachusetts.

Congratulations to our rUlenty Is A Charm Contest winners in this issue!

Hunting for Fun or Sport

N ative Americans believed in only hunt
ing for what you need. Do you hunt

for fun or sport? If you do, it's plain cruel. Why
would you have fun killing small andlor big ani
mals? What did they ever do to you? Nothing,
they didn't do anything to you, ever.

When you hunt for fun, you are also harm
ing Mother Nature for no reason. Well, at least
no good reason. You are also wasting the meat
that you get from the animals. Most of the time,
hunters would throw out all the stuff inside their
kill, stuff the poor little animal and hang it on the
wall. I believe that is wrong. Plus, you are taking
away food from other animals. Say you like hunt
ing squirrels. Then an animal like the fox could
die because it wouldn't have enough food. Next,
an animal that eats the fox would die. Finally, a
whole bunch of animals would die because they
all don't have enough food. That would be partly
your fault, don't you think? So, stop hunting for
fun. Only do it to survive.

-Melody Bryden, 13, Connecticut.
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Ngahoronukupokaiwenuakitanatahu,"
The longest place name still in use-a New Zealand hill.

This concludes our little lesson
In weird factoids about words.

But be careful who you repeat them to,

Or you too may be relegated to the ranks of the 'Word Nerds.'

Peculiar Truths About Words

The true measure of a nerd is the amount of ineffectual knowledge he amasses,
And the random information he has learned.
Take, for example, my knowledge of the English language.

The title of'Word Nerd,' many times over, have I earned.

Read on and I shall acquaint you with
The most irrelevant word factoids in our language.
Definitions, rhymes, letter sequences to name a few,
As well as some of the most unpronounceable verbiage.

The most confusing word is set,
A group, to place, part of a tennis match you play,
With one-hundred-nineteen definitions, "
Who can really say?

No words rhyme with month, orange, silver or purple,
And "dreamt" is the only word ending in "-mt,"
"Facetious" and "abstemious" have all five vowels in order;

Quite interesting, would you not agree?

The only common word with five vowels in a row is "queueing."
"Knightsbridge" and "latchstring" have six consonants in a row.
"Uncopyrightable" has 15 letters, none appearing twice,
"Racecar," "Kayak" and "Level" are each a palindrome.

"Qiana" and "Qwerty" are unique in that,
Although they both begin with "Q,"
Conspicuously absent in both these words,

Is its common companion "u."

The longest one-syllable word is "screeched,"
Only four end in "-dous": Tremendous, Horrendous, Stupendous, and Hazardous.
"Almost" has all of its letters in order,
And the longest word is "Pneumonoultrarnicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis."

There is a seven letter word that contains nine others
Without rearranging any of its letters: "therein."
They are: the, there, he, in, rein, her,
Here, ere and herein.

"Typewriter" is the longest word that uses only one row of keys on a keyboard.
"Lollipop" is the longest typed only by the right hand.
"Stewardesses" is the longest typed only by the left,

And "Skepticism" alternates hands while typing-how grand!

"I am" is the shortest complete sentence, and
"The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog" uses every letter.
"Synonym" has no synonyms.
Just wait, it only gets better.
"Underground" is the only word that starts and ends with "und,"
And if in your confusion this does not instill,
Try pronouncing "Taumatawhakatangihangakoauauotamateaturipukakapikimau

'
"

:! ;,,-

"",

-Branden Glass, grade 8, Pennsylvania.

Branden adds: "I think self
expression is very important.
While writing provides a means
for this, I also express myself
through music by playing my
trumpet and violin, through art
by sketching and cartooning, and
through public speaking.

"I enjoy writing about
unusual subjects or odd topics
and I like to incorporate humor
into my writing. I got the idea
for my poem actually from an
e-mail from my uncle that list
ed dozens of completely trivi
al facts. After a little research, I
wrote 'The Peculiar Truths About
Words,' which contains almost
every irrelevant word and let
ter fact in the English Language
that I could find. There was one
more that I regret missing, how
ever: The world's most inefficient

acronym, 'www,' which contains

three times as many syllables

as the words it replaces: 'World

Wide Web.'

"In addition to writing,
music and drawing, I also enjoy
reading, playing computer games
and hiking. I have traveled to and
enjoyed the beauty and wildlife
of many of our country's state
and national parks while hiking
with my family."
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Wh~t.s ~n Y{§)Dr Mind? Let us know (in 250 words, max.) at
editor@SkippingStones.org

What Do You Know About...

What do you know about the struggles that my
people went through
So we can live the way you do now?
What do you know about
Seeing that brand new mother giving away her
newborn child?
What do you know about
Mr. Amadou Diallo, a Senegalese the cops shot down?
What do you know about
How people perceive us when we come to a brand
new town?

. What do you know about
Goree Island where the slaves were shipped?
What do you know about being born in America to
avoid the war?

What do you know about tchebou djen, thcherry and
maafay, my favorite foods?
What do you know about
People throwing rocks, busting shots at the military
invading my hood?
What do you know about
Kids with automatic machine guns waiting for the war
to get on that side?
What do you know about
How God comes first in our life, how everything that
we do is for Allah?
What do you know about
That holy place called Touba where prophets were
born?
What do you know about
Coming here, getting money and investing it back
home.
We own that land, we owned those diamonds,
We are kings and queens, we don't take orders, we give
them.

-Bamba DioHm, 15, comes from Senegal, Africa, and now lives
in Illinois. Bamba adds, "The poem that I am sending is about
the stnlggles that people go through in everyday life. I've seen a lot
of things in my life because I went through hard times when I was
growing Hp. "

Protecting Our Oceans:

The Case Against Offshore Drilling

The sun is casting sparkling rays of light
onto the shimmering water, as seagulls whirl and
call above. In the ocean, millions of tiny fish flit
through the ever-changing sea. Beautiful cor
als lie at the bottom, home to many different
animals. The sky is a rosy-hued masterpiece. The
ocean ripples tranquilly. This scene could easily be
described as paradise.

What could ever threaten this serene sea-scape?
The answer lies in offshore drilling. Offshore drill
ing is drilling for oil in the ocean. Scientists have
predicted' that substantial amounts of oil can be
found underneath the ocean floor. If the current
ban on offshore drilling was to be repealed, then
the effects drilling would have on marine wildlife
could be devastating. By tearing up the continen
tal shelf in pursuit of oil, the ocean, our main pro
ducer and supporter of food and oxygen, would
be irrevocably damaged.

Drilling itself presents many ecological hazards,
such as the 90,000 tons of chemicals, oil-pol
luted water, and excess metal cuttings which are
dumped into the Gulf ofMexico, over the lifetime
of a single oil rig. In addition to these dangers, the
problems posed by oil leakage are great as the oil is
transported by tankers across the ocean.

In fact, there have been many terrible disas
ters, including most recently the explosion of the
Usumacinta, an offshore oil rig in the Gulf of
Mexico in October 2007. Strong winds caused
the Usumacinta to crash into the drilling platform,
thereby igniting the oil. Eighty-six workers were
involved in the incident, and twenty-one were
killed, and many thosands of barrels of oil were
released into the ocean.

During this general election, before casting our
vote, we should pause to seriously consider which
candidates for the presidential and congressional
races would better help protect the environment.

-Leyla Akay, 12, Pennsylvania.
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Illustration by Paula Gregovich, Oregon

Dear Hanna: I heard a man talk about someone as a bad person. Are some people good and some bad?

Dear Sophia: You ask a question that many people think about. I have certainly thought a lot about
this question. There is not a clear and simple "yes" or "no" answer to it.

I want to address your question by telling you a story:

A man named Adam was walking home as darkness had
already set in. He used a walking cane as he had a hurting
leg. All of a sudden, two adolescent boys came whizzing by
on their bikes, made a sharp turn preventing the pedestrian
from walking, and demanded: "Give us cigarettes." "Sorry, I
don't have any!" was the answer from Adam.

Giving vent to their disappointment, they grabbed the
cane and hit Adam on his head and back. As quickly as pos
sible, the boys rode off.

Adam walked to his home where he became aware
of his bloody head. Adam asked his next-door neighbors
to take him to the hospital. Before the night was up, the
authorities had traced the youth an~ locked them up in the
detention center.

A very good and thoughtful judge was appointed to
hear the case. The boys pleaded guilty. Adam was physically
hurt and not able to work. The judge expressed his concern
that the two learn a lesson, that they would repent their
actions of having attacked and brutalized an innocent man.

The boys were in detention for two days before the judge called them to appear before him and pro
nounced the verdict. The boys were asked to care for Adam while he recovered, and they had also to pay
several thousand ofdollars to coverAdam's medical expenses.

But this is not the end of the story. Adam befriended the youth; Adam did not hold a grudge against
them. Instead, he showed goodness and kindness to them. Receiving that forgiveness from Adam, the
youth repented their aggressive actions. They tried to cook as best as they could for Adam, washed his
clothes, cleaned his small apartment. The boys noticed that Adam's next-door neighbors were very poor,
so they brought them leftover food. The two youth became kinder and warmer to the needs of the next
door kids. Goodness entered their hearts.

In Peace,
Send your questions or comments to:

Dear Hanna c/o Skipping Stones

Po. Box 3939, Eugene, OR 97403

Here is my answer to the question you posed: If children, youth, adults are treated meanly and harshly,
they will often act similarly to others. However, when we are forgiving and kind to them, they will recip
rocate like the two boys who returned Adam's generosity and goodness. Children need generosity and

forgiveness, love and caring in their lives to become good
adults.
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Cactus

Remote Control

Dead brown cactus rock,
Perfect hotel for many tiny animals.
A millipede, a scorpion,
Countless ants and
Termites find refuge
In the dead toppled
Hotel. After many months
A new cactus stands tall again.

-Alba Rosa Corniel, gr. 5, Dominican, New York.

Commercials lacl\ and Forth

Today, tomorrow, and forever...
I'll have the Remote.

This way... We can go back in time.
Into the future...

To the most beautiful sunrises...
To all the best basketball or other sports games...

. To the best holidays... especially Christmas, of course!
Plenty of fun; We can even wait a little if we need to...

We can even stop completely!
There's plenty of things to do on a

Remote Control.

-Marilyn Abraham, 13, Indian American, fllinois.

Do you want to get rid of acne?
Do you want big muscles?
Do you want a new car?
Then you have a chance
You can now...

You have a chance to do it now...
Then get Proactive!

Get the new Bowf1ex!
~-------~ The new Honda!

You will see the changes ofyour skin
Now you can tell the differences...
You will have a better way to save
Get Proactive now
This will not be available in stores .

, Don't miss the event of a lifetime .
Buy it all now!

-Kathleen "Katy" [les, 14, fllinois.

Expressing My Culture
If you wanted to know about me
Then why did you not ask?
Well, here I go!
You better listen up and listen well.

I am Assyrian! Here is what I eat:
Koba, Bucklawa and Risa Kari. Yummy!
It's what I speak: "La" means no,
A d "H "n e means yes.

I love my culture
And I will never change it.
It is so important to me,
That you cannot take it away.

My roots have made me proud of my culture.
My country is Iraq,
It's fatal and is being bombed down to bits.
But my strong people are fighting back.
Assyrian culture will carryon forever.

-Mary Yalda, 12, Illinois.

No matter where we're from,
Even a country far away
Or if you speak a different language,
Friends forever, we can stay.

Different people from different lands
Gather together hand in hand.
Creating a circle around the world;
A circle of life, a circle of friends.

-Ashlee Harper, 14, Oklahoma.

Different Yet Friends
Different people, from different lands
Gather together, hand in hand.

All grow to understand each other,
To hear each nation's tale.
Many travel from afar
Or across the ocean they sail.

Though we're different on the outside,
We are quite the same within.
It's like we're one big family,
All members of a kin.

, Poetry Pages)
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Marion Lane

Betrayecl

It's so hard to find employment.
They keep it all inside,

Malnutrition and dysfunction
Alcohol, suicide.

Betrayed, their freedom stolen,
They feel isolation.

Indians endure their lives in
Quiet desperation.

In exchange they'd get payment,
But promises weren't kept.

In desperate fighting for redress
Many tears were wept.

Well-armed and well-fed soldiers had
Effectively destroyed

The independent Indians
Now scattered and deployed.

Their way of life has disappeared,
With it old traditions.

Now living in a white man's world
Under new conditions.

Memories of ratty shoes, torn jeans and coming in late

Waiting expectantly by the phone begging it to ring

Cursing the old family dog because she escaped the gate

Bursting out in an old camp song, they laugh'cause I can't sing

Books go in boxes, photos are taken, people hug me goodbye

But my farms can't reach around the fort, the trees, the past

I try to say I'mjust excited, but these warm salt tears won't lie

As I drive away, the window down, I wish summer could last.

-Katherine Htestermann, 18, now attends OSu, Oregon.

Barefoot in the clover patch tiptoeing around the bees

Lying beneath the tall oak tree we laugh until we cry

We hide out in a rundown shed whispering with glee

We scamper to the tops of trees wishing we could fly

Memories of daisy chains, skinned knees and bicycle wheels

Torn jeans, hot asphalt, cold lemonade and tears

Out of school we swim all day and things feel more real

First kiss beneath the trampoline bursting with fear

The Civil War had ended.
Settlers wanted land.

Farmers, miners, trappers, all moved
West to try their hand.

The timber men and railroaders
All helped to forge the way.
Indian land, prime territory,

Was where they meant to stay.

The government had promised the
Indians' salvation,

So they signed a treaty to stay
On a reservation.

The Indian Removal Act
Gave power to use force,

To make the Indians retract
Past Mississippi's course.

The Indians transplanted
They were left to pursue their life
Roaming free, west of the river.

Then later came the horrible strife.

Remembering my experiences at the beach, I
decided that the thin ripple offroth which appears
along what seems to be the 'edge' of a wave kind of
looked liked lace, andfrom there my poem blossomed.

Waves ripple toward me like
A sheet of turquoise satin rimmed with lace.

Starfish caught in the blanket of sky

Are stars strewn across midnight.

The hemmed edges approach the shore,
Splashing my ankles with silk.

_-Karina Hten, 10, Massachusetts.
She adds: "My extendedfamily is
splattered across various countries,
including Germany and Iaiwan, but
both my parents were born in New
England. Hte enjoy continuing our
relatives' old traditions, like using a
spinning German candle holder as a
table centerpiece at dinner during the
holidays and giving gift money in
red envelopes, which is also done in
Asia. "

A November leaf
~

gold outline, crimson center,
flailing from a tree.

Art by Paula Gregovich.

December snowflakes
twisting, squirming, free falling

turning the world white.

-Clara Hyland, 15, Connecticut.
-Louis Blacker, 14, Virginia.
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CULTURAL COLLAGE
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-Sophia Knudson~Wilkinson, 8, California.

Peace Lives in...
Peace lives in a forest,
Where birds chirp and frogs croak,
Yet still are mumed by darkness.
Peace lives in a dark forest,
Where the only light has a cool greenish tinge,

Yet still is invitingly warm.
Pe~ce lives in a warm forest,
Where green candles give light,

And a carpet of moss and pine needles warm my feet,
Yet still is not stifling
Peace lives in a forest.

-Charles Stahl, an ELL student in an elem. school, Wisconsin.

Missing You

Field Worker

His shoulders are the color of red brick

His hands are rough as sand paper

His calluses are broken and bleeding

Determination chiseled on his angular face

Flies land on his sweat stained body

He came, looking for a better life

He found the endless fields of California

Grapes purple and swollen, ready for harvest

Rows and rows ofplants, framed by sweating workers

Rows and rows of bending backs, sweat stained T-shirts

Temporary housing, muddy shanties, hungry children

They left the endless field of bananas

They found the endless field of grapes

He cannot read, does not speak English

But he can work and work and work

And that is all the employer needs

He remembers the workers debating a strike

He wanted to follow Cesar Chavez

To hold a picket sign and shout, "Huelga, huelga!"

But he knew he could not stop working

How could he walk away from the fields?

How could he let his children stay hungry?

How could he let his hands fall idol to his sides?

Work is the action that keeps him breathing

The pain that keeps him going,

If asked what work is,

His reply would be simple:

Survival.

70 my Great Grandmother, Carmen Cayon de Mellado

We always had great times until...
until you ran away.
I cried NO WAY!

Nobody can see you now.
But this is why I'm missing you.

You must look in the middle of the heart,
that's where you see you are still here

You see there still is happiness and cheer.
You gave me these beautiful treasures of memory in the past

a rosary, a prayer rock, and a pouch
but these things are what make you a beautiful memory,

and that was the last.

- Vclnessa M. Hernandez, grade 3, Florida.

-Katherine T#stermann,
18, Oregon. Katherine
adds, "1 volunteered at the
Volunteers in Medicine Clinic.
The experiences 1 had as a
medical interpreter provided
me with the inspiration for the
poem. " Now, she volunteers at
Skipping Stones magazine.

WE WELCOME SUBMISSIONS FROM

PEOPLE OF ANY NATIONALITY, RELIGION,

LANGUAGE, RACE AND AGE.
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The Disaster Callecl Anorexia

Page 15Skipping Stones

Alexa and her friend Lane had driven to the

mall to pick up some things that Lane needed
for a party on Saturday. They were on their way in
when suddenly Alexa fell to the ground while in the
parking lot. Lane frantically dialled 9-1-1. She shouted
for someone to carry Alexa inside.

her. Something had to be done before it was too late.

Cindy was determined not to give up on her
daughter. She would find help for her and get her
back to the Alexa that her friends and family knew
and loved. After researching the disease and its treat
ment options, Cindy decided to send Alexa to a clinic

As a 12-year-old, like myself,Alexa had led a pretty in Miami, Florida. After a few weeks, Alexa reached
normal life. Her family and friends told her she was a major milestone in the fight against her illness: she
perfect, but she didn't feel perfect. She was smart, ath- ate a full meal, her first one in a very long time! Alexa
letic and friendly. But her one flaw was that she thought remained a patient there for about a year. She felt con
she was fat. Even though nobody knew because she hid fident she had finally regained control of her life when
her feelings very well, there was still a battle going on she returned home. She was 16 and was told by her
in her mind. She felt that people lied to her when they doctors that she was well on her way to full recovery.

told her she looked great. Her mind told her she was Everybody was excited the day Alexa was to come
fat and ugly and she needed to change. home. On her way to pick up Alexa at the clinic,

As a girl, Alexa's mom Cindy, looked a lot like her Cindy had butterflies in her stomach. Still, when the
daughter. Both had long, blond hair and fair complex- mother and daughter met eyes for the first time in so
ions. Everyone adored her,just as they did Alexa. When long, all of her nervousness became joy. They ran to
Alexa was 12, Cindy got engaged to a man named Jeff, each other and hugged one another tightly, hoping
and Alexa's battle began. they would never have to let go. On their journey back

Because of the chaos of the upcoming wedding, home, Alexa talked about all of the experiences she had
Cindy was unable to spend much time with Alexa. As in the clinic and Cindy caught her up on the events
a result, Alexa felt she had no one to turn to. Her solu- she'd missed while she'd been away. With tears in her
tion for her feelings of loneliness and rejection was a eyes, Alexa walked through the door to find all of her
very strict diet. She wanted control of something in friends and family waiting to welcome her home.

her life and this was how she intended to get it. She Since making the decision to eat healthily and take
wouldn't eat meat and mainly ate salad. Over time, her care of her body, many things have turned around in
diet spiraled out of control and she had stopped eating Alexa's life. For starters, she and her mom now fight
altogether. If somebody asked her if she wanted some- less, and listen and relate to each other better than
thing to eat, she would lie and say she had a big break- before. Alexa now has a positive outlook on life, mak
fast. Things were getting worse and she needed help, ing everyone who knows and loves her very happy.
but simply didn't know where to turn. She is now 21, and grateful to be alive, although her

After a couple of years, Cindy realized the drastic "struggle with food continues daily. At this point, we are
changes in her daughter. She noticed numerous signs all so thankful that she is still with us and that she hasn't

that Alexa was not herself. She realized Alexa wasn't given up the fight. I am very
eating at all. If you looked at her, you could see her proud ofAlexa and happy to
bones. Besides her skeletal figure, there were other signs call her my sister.

of change in Alexa's appearance. Her beautiful blonde -Brooke Roberts, 12,
hair was messy and unkempt. Her complexion took on Florida, adds: "! have a passion
a very pale tone and although she was approaching 14, for writing and I really want to
she wore children's sizes. It became obvious that what excel. I know it will take me
began as a diet had turned into a very serious disease. places in my career. When I am
Anorexia had taken over her life and Alexa had lost all older, I would like to become an
control. It was very scary and sad for everybody around editor ifa magazine. JJ
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How Bats Be~ame Fast!
(An Original Pourquoi Tale)

H ave you ever wondered why bats are so
fast? Let me tell you the reason why. Long

ago, Bat loved to play tag with her friends, Dog,
Cat, Monkey, and Turtle. Each time, she would get
tagged. Bat couldn't even tag Turtle because she

was really slow. One day Bat found a magic rock
that could grant wishes. That same day she made
a wish. She wished that she could be faster than a

i

roadrunner. Then she put the rock away and went
to play with her friends. Whenever anybody tagged
Bat, she could tag them back in a second.

Bat was so fast that she could catch 150 mos

quitoes for dinner in one minute. At night you
could see only a flash of Bat flying at great speed.
If you had an object that Bat wanted to eat, she
would take it from you without you seeing her.
She was so fast that she could fly in and out ofyour
house in the blink of an eye. Bat could even fly
around the world in fifteen minutes.

One fine June day, Bat had children. She gave
milk to her babies. Then when Bat's babies got big
ger, they became faster than she was. When all of
Bat's babies got bigger, they had children too. Each
new bat that was born could fly even faster than its
parents. Soon, every bat in the world became fast.
Bats kept getting faster and faster. Today bats fly at
great speed, much faster than before. So now you
know how bats became one of the fastest-winged
nocturnal creatures in the world.

-Luis Miguel,grade 4, Honduran, New York.
fllustrated by Shannon Lattin, Oregon.

The Meaning of LiFe

A s I grew to be about 12-years-old, I began

to be perplexed by the big questions. It

so happened that I had an uncle who was well

respected by the tribe as being one who had insight

into things, so I went to pay him a visit.

"Welcome," he said. We talked about my moth

er and how the farming was going with the unpre
dictable weather. When the time felt right I said, "I

have a big question for you."

"Very well," said my uncle, "bring this to me."

I asked him, "What is the meaning oflife?"

"Bring me some fresh bread tomorrow," he said,
"and I will tell you." So I did as he bade, and he

said, "The meaning of life is work."

"That's it?" I asked.

"Well, there is more," he said, "but bring me

some fresh fruit tomorow, and I will tell you." S,o I
did as he bade, and he said, "The meaning of life is
love."

"That's it?" I asked.

"Well, there is more," he said, "but bring me

some cool fresh water tomorrow, and I will tell

you." So I did as he bade, and he said, "The mean
ing of life is imagination."

"That's it?" I asked.

"Well, there is more." he said.

"No!" I said, "I have brought you fresh bread
and fresh fruit and water these past three days. No
more of this!"

"Stay calm, my nephew," said my uncle, "I'll

tell you now. To live your life you need to keep
your wits about you and not get fooled by trick
sters and phony men like your uncle who loves
you so."

"That's it?" I asked.

"Well, there is more," he said, "and as long as
we live and breathe there will be more. And that,
my nephew, is the meaning of life."

-jon Bush, artist, Massachusetts. (See the cover.)
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Skipping Stones

Artful Inspirations

I have been homeschooled since kindergarten. I

have always been interested in drawing (people,
to be exact). However, I was homeschooled, so I didn't
have any real "art teachers" or classes. All my drawings

of people always looked horrible. I got discouraged and
put aside drawing people, although occasionally I did
try to draw a few faces thoughout the years, but my
skills didn't improve much.

Finally, in the spring of 2007, I went to a local
library and started taking an art class. Finally, a "real"

art instructor! I got excited and a bit nervous, but all

the art instructor had me do was draw circles, circle
after circle. Over and over again. I kept saying to myself,
"I want to draw faces not circles." I learned from the

instructor that I "held my pencil wrong," that I'm also
"not to sit as I draw," and that I'm not supposed to

"erase" as I draw.

Well, I left before the course was over, but my mind
was turned onto drawing yet again. So I checked out a
book from the library on portrait drawing, and I prac
ticed. I drew eye after eye, nose after
nose, mouth after mouth. I call what I
did the three P's: Perseverance, Practice
and Patience.Well, after I had practiced
individual facial features, I started to
put them together, and I started to

draw complete faces once again.

They still weren't very good, but
they were better than before. That gave
me hope that I wasn't a total loser at
drawing. I drew and I drew. Each one
was a little better than the last. Then
one day I had no interest in drawing

Nov. - Dec. 2008

(L to R) Marion Davis, Alla Nazimova, Kirk Douglas

left at all. None. I didn't draw anything for two months.
Then, all of a sudden and most unexpectedly, I felt this

intense urge to draw. So I picked up drawing again.
That first drawing was a lot better than the last one I

had done. I love old movie stars and even the old silent
movies, so I practiced by drawing these old movie stars
from photos in books and from the internet. My draw

ings had progressively been getting better and I haven't
stopped since. I feel totally lost without always working
on a portrait.

It is such an amazing feeling to create a portrait of
someone on plain paper. To watch it evolve, and have

more and more life come into the face is fascinating.

I still hold my pencil wrong, sit while I draw and
erase all the time. Maybe it's better that I'm learning on
my own, as I have my own technique and style. I'm not

learning someone else's style.

Just think, a year ago, I was drawing ugly portraits
and had no thought at all that I would be drawing as
well as I do. And now, I am even thinking of using art

as my career and possibly going on to
an art school.

If anyone who reads this is inter
ested in portrait drawing or any
type of art for that matter, he or she
should know this: Even if everything
you draw doesn't look good now, keep with
it! Keep the interest and the desire to do
your art. Always remember the three P's!
"Perseverance, Practice and Patience."

All Portraits by Abbey Forbes, 16,
New Mexico. (Left) Margaret O'Brian.
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Meee ehe Areise! • • • XuanThu Pham
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San Francisco and have stayed
best friends until this very day.
My husband, Venkatesh Iyer,
grew up in Mumbai, India. I
like asking him to tell me sto
ries ofwhen he was a little boy.

Many of the ideas for my
drawings and illustrations come
from things I grew up with,
such as the kind of games my
siblings and I played or the
things we did after school.

I use many ofmy memories
in my artwork. I remember the
food my mother cooked and
the clothes she wore. I'd draw

that with her in my mind. Sometimes, I remember
my sister dancing and the songs she sang. I think
about how my
brother played
soccer and
always seemed
to look sweaty.

My sister
influenced me
in the way I
drew many of
my female char
acters, while my
brother influ
enced the male
characters. How do I recollect some of these mem
ories? Most of the time, they are collected in my
mind. But because I can forget, I use a notebook
and write down the things that I want to remem
ber and use later. Sometimes,
I write down poetry that I
like or even simple words
and phrases. My favorite
thing to do in my notebook
is to sketch something and
write little notes next to it. I
carry this notebook with me
everyday.

unIver
sity in

B ong bon g ...
bong As a child,

those were the three sounds
I heard every morning as
my mother tapped the sing
ing bowl in our Buddhist
altar. Swirls of the smell
of incense danced slow
ly throughout the house,
entering my bedroom and
waking me up to a new
mormng.

My name is XuanThu
Pham and I am a first gen
eration Vietnamese born in
the United States. My par
ents came to America as refugees after the Fall of
Saigon in 1975. "Vietnam" and "war" were the two
words I'd hear often at home growing up. My par
ents came from Vietnam, the easternmost country
in Southeast Asia. Some Vietnamese left the coun
try to find new lives in countries such as Australia
and France. My family arrived by a large naval ship
headed for America after a stopover in Guam..

I am the eldest. I have one younger sister
named Mandala. She loves reading books and writ
ing stories. She used to read her beautiful stories to
me at bedtime under the blanket. We used a glow
in-the-dark watch as a light. My younger broth
er, AnhTuan, was a happy and energetic boy. He
loved all things Bruce Lee and chocolate ice cream

was his
favorite
fo 0 d.
All ofus
eventu
ally had
to grow
up. We
1ate r
attend
ed a
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In the early
1990s, my illus
trations began to
embody the min
imalist approach
using simple lines.
I avoid using the
realistic approach
because I want
the focus to be on
the emotion rath
er than the tech
nique. It was not until recently that my work began
to revolve around children. I focus on their youth
and innocence, addressing how their childhoods are
often short-lived especially in today's society.

My work also addresses the notion that young
children are not capable of understanding a wide

f

range of things. Their intellect can be overlooked
so I use white space to portray their innocence and
potentiaL The clean lines suggest the ideal of sim
plicity and pureness without life's complications.
Events, such as divorce, old age, illness and death,
demonstrate that it is just that-an ideaL I use spe
cific color schemes and background environments
to reveal my characters in their various moods.

The ques
tion I continual
ly ask is, "What
enduring story can
I visually tell that
will be of benefit
to others?"

I brainstorm
before I begin
my work. I write
down my ideas
and draw quick

thumbnail sketches. I document words, phrases and
collect references related to my subject. I use simple
materials such as pen and ink as well as watercolors.
The more command I have with using my materi
als, the more I am apt to push the boundaries of
applying new, simplified illustration techniques.

I'm cur
rently working
on two picture
books: Gems
For You is about
the precious
gems we already
have around us,
not the physical
objects we all
tend to desire.
My work uses

various scenes with colors that are serene and warm
in sentiment. I AmJust Me is a story of three-year
old Okona, a mixed heritage son of a Vietnamese
mother and an African American father. His aunt
has an Indian husband and his uncle has a Filipino
wife. His family has a rich cultural background
filled with traditions and holidays. For Okona, he
simply believes that is the way things are.

The
illustrations
exhibit an
array of
color and
movement,
embodying
the rich
ness of the
world we
live in.

My
work is influenced by the family I have. It is also a
culmination ofmy daily experiences and observa
tions. What I wish to convey in my work is two
pronged:

• No young person should be deprived of their
childhood, yet be prepared to confront life's reali
ties with confidence and skill.

/

• Each child's unique importance in this world
should be nurtured and assured, whatever his or her
background may be.

-XuanThu Pham, artist and illustrator, California.
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Expanding Horizons with Nana Jean!

From left to right: Chance,Jamie, Nana, Bella and Ainsley.

" ... Gee, I'm really
happy I'm so far from
town." This last line
from a verse in a "Music
Together" tape speaks
of our need to get out
of the city and see a bit
more of the horizon. I
am reminded of an essay,
"Are you Rich, Are you
Poor?" In this essay, a
father took his son to
visit a rural family in
hopes that he would see
poverty. Instead the son
came home with a few
reflections like this: "I saw that we have one dog

•and they have four. We have a pool that reaches to
the middle of our garden and they have a creek
that has no end. Our patio reaches only to the front
yard and they have the whole horizon. We buy our
food from supermarkets, but they grow theirs. We
have walls around our property to protect us; they
have friends to protect them." The boy's father was
speechless. Then his son added, "Thanks, Dad, for
showing me how poor we are."

Two of my grandchildren live well in
Manhattan, yet they could use some of those
expanded horizons.When shown a book with pho
tos of NewYork City from the air they could easily
identify Central Park, the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, Battery Park, the Museum of Natural History
and my favorite: "That's the Chrysler building near
my Daddy's office!" But could they throw rocks
in a river or identify edible berries? In late June
Jamie, 3, and Ainsley, 5, were without a babysitter,
and their Mommy and Daddy decided that two
months with Nana Jean and Pops, who live on four
acres in rural Oregon, was a good solution.

We live in a clearing in a forest and while there
is much to do, the children particularly loved our
small ponds. One day Jamie and I were walking
around the ponds watching little "skitter bugs"
darting around on the surface of the water. I told

Jamie we needed a
frog in the pond to eat
those bugs. The next
day I heard him talk
ing to his older sister
Ainsley as he looked
at all of those bugs. He
said, "Nana needs a
big frog."

We were surprised
to find that the mos
quito fish had sur
vived the winter, so we
had an exciting time
looking for them in

the water and trying to
count them. One day we 'decided to buy 40 gold
fish for five dollars. Ainsley correctly suggested that·
we "release" the fish into the three ponds. Ainsley
had to do the math on how to divide them. I think
we decided on eight in each of the small ones
and fourteen in the large one ...wait, that is only
30...hmm...no wonder there were more than we
thought! We put 39 goldfish in the ponds ... the
40th did not even survive the ride home: helshe
was duly buried, dug up and buried again ... now
with a marker on the island in the ponds. So, the
children, as well as the two cats, spend much time
looking into the water ... where were those fish
hiding?

One day they built a sand castle on the sand
island in the ponds. Yes, the island had become a
sandbox... not something I had planned on, but
they were happy. The children helped to remove
the algae that grew on the surface. Once, Jamie
caught and released a goldfish. Some days the
children went from PJs to swimsuit to PJs as they
played in the sand, water and sun.

After getting tanned, with tough feet and lots of
learning about gardening and llamas and forests and
fish, Ainsley and Jamie flew home. As the last line
of the song goes," ... gee, I'm really happy I'm back
home in town."

-Prof.Jean Moule, Oregon
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My Puerto I\ican I(itchen

I had many wonderful times as a young child in
our kitchen in the New York Projects. I helped

with cooking, cleaning and, of course, eating. But there

also were the many hours of pretending.

The square, yellow kitchen with its enormous bay
window seemed huge to me when we first moved in.

My father built a flower box that stretched from one

end of the windowsill to the other. The kitchen came

alive when the spring and summer flowers bloomed.
The flower box became the stage for bright purple
pansies, sunshine-yellow daisies, golden orange mari

golds and clean white chrysanthemums, all nestled
within their green coat of leaves. The sweet smells of
the many flowers assaulted my nose each year. This was

something I looked forward to as we went through the
bitterly cold winters.

My favorite plant was the ivy that had slowly
crawled up the window and spread its many arms across

the wall behind the table, turning the kitchen into a
jungle in my mind. The table became an elephant, and

the chairs changed into sleek panthers, golden tigers,
spotted leopards or ferocious lions. I would feel the fear

of having these large animals around me. But when the

birds were happily chirping and singing outside the
kitchen window, the jungle became a peaceful place.
When I wasn't in the dark, dangerous jungle, I was in
my "house" under the table, pretending I had a garden

right outside my door.

The ivy-covered wall faced the side of the room
with the stove, sinks, refrigerator and cabinets. This was
where I spent many hours cooking with Mami, help
ing her measure, sift, chop, stir, and taste. The best time
was when my parents, my sister, Aunt Lula and I made
the Christmas meal. The meat cooking in the sofrito
(the seasonings) released its delectable, mouth-water

ing aroma throughout the kitchen. Putting my hands in
the masa (dough) for the pasteles (cakes) was like play
ing with slimy clay. I squished it through my fingers
over and over again to mix all the ingredients together.
When Mami poured the red achiote oil in the masa, my
hands turned red, just like my lips and tongue when I
drank cherry Kool-Aid. I wrapped each pastel in white
paper, tied them in pairs, and placed them in a neat pile
on the counter. Mami carefully put them in the big pot

ofboiling water. The Christmas meal was the best ever!

The preparations for the holiday meal took several
days, even with all of us working together. However,
the Puerto Rican music playing in the background
made the hours fly by. Mami and Aunt Lula grew up
in Puerto Rico, so they knew the words of the songs.
"De las montanas venimos" (from the mountains we
come) they'd sing, with the. rest of us humming along.

Eventually, we were all singing and laughing together as
we worked around the kitchen table.

With all the people and activities going on in our
kitchen, it got very dirty. We took turns cleaning dur
ing the week, but on Saturdays it was my job to give

it a thorough cleaning. The smells of the weekly meals
were replaced with the hospital-sterile smells of Pinesol
or Spic-n-Span. Bubbles filled the sink as I scrubbed

the refrigerator, stove, counters and cabinet doors, mak
ing sure everything was squeaky clean. I swept and
mopped, going back and forth, from one side of the
kitchen to the other. After five hours of hard work, I

would stand at the door and admire my accomplish
ments.

For a day or two the kitchen had a different smell.
It smelled fresh and clean. But Monday came around
again, and the smells of the many delicious foods filled
the air again: the coffee, the seifrito, the cakes, the cook

ies and especially the meats.

The kitchen in the Projects contributed to my
happy and exciting childhood. I will always remember
the adventures I experienced there: the family gath
erings, the holiday meals and the fun-filled hours of
playing and pretending. But I was surprised at how the
kitchen had shrunk by the time we moved out.

Art and story by Sylvia Celaya, educator, California.
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Is it Fair to Eat Chocolate?

From Farm to Factory
On the Farm: Cocoa trees grow for five years.

Ready to harvest pods are picked by cutting them
off with a machete and collected in a basket. Pods

are split open with a machete and seeds are scooped
out. A skilledfarmer can open 500 pods per hour!

12-hour days without pay, are fed very

little, and are sometimes whipped. Most

of the other children work on their

family farms where they need to sell

every bean to make money for their

families to survive. Going to school is

out of the question.

How Can »e Solve this
Problem?

In 2001 the U.S. gov
ernment created a docu
ment, the Harkin-Engel
Protocol, that called the
chocolate companies to help
eliminate child slavery and

child labor by July 2005.
However, chocolate compa
nies have not abided by this
protocol and the deadline
has been extended to July
2008. Even if the compa-

Why Is this Happening?

The reason is money. Extremely

poor countries send children to work
in other countries where cocoa beans

grow. In exchange their government is
paid. Also, families who own the cocoa

bean farms are very poor. For generations they have
depended on growing and selling cocoa beans as their
main means of survival. Without help from their chil

dren the farmers would not be able to buy food.
Big chocolate companies like Mars/M&M want to

buy cocoa beans for as little
cash as possible so that they
can make big profits selling

their chocolate products.

Chocolate companies pay
farmers a very low price
for their cocoa beans. Most

farmers only earn between
$30 and $100 a year. Cheap
or free labor means more
profits for the chocolate

companies.

Next, the beans are burried under banana leaves
to ferment. The fermented seeds are dumped onto a
reed mat and dried on a rooftop, table or mat. This
prevents mold from growing. When dried, seeds
are scooped into sacks. A full sack weighs 120-200
pounds.

In the Factory: The beans are cleaned and
roasted in a giant rotating oven. Seed shells are

removed by putting it through a winnower. The
remaining part is called a nib, which is made up
of cocoa butter and cocoa solids. Next, the nibs
are ground into a thick paste (which may be then

blended with condensed milk, sugar and extra cocoa
butter) and refined, or smoothed out using steel roll
ers. It is kneaded once more in a machine. Finally,
the chocola~e is heated to 105°F and cooled to 85°F
to make it smooth and shiny, and then poured into a
mold and packaged. It is now ready to be marketed.

A True Story

This is not a story
from 200 years ago. It's
happening right now!
Every day in the Ivory
Coast, as well as in Ghana,
Nigeria and Cameroon,
about 300,000 children are
forced to pick cocoa beans

that will be sold to big
chocolate companies like
Nestle and Cargill. About
6,000 of these children are
treated like slaves-they
sleep in dirty rooms, work

Have you had chocolate recent

ly? Most Americans eat about twelve

pounds of it each year! But many
people don't know that children in

West Africa pick most of the world's

cocoa beans, which is the main ingre

dient in chocolate. Cocoa beans from
the Ivory Coast make about half of

the chocolate eaten in America in
one year. Child labor is becoming of
increasing concern to people who
buy chocolate. Here's why:

Imagine this: 12-year old Sametta
lives in Cote d'Ivoire, West Africa. She wakes up at
4:00 a.m., eats millet porridge, then walks two miles
to her family's cocoa bean field. For the next 12 hours
she picks cocoa pods and breaks them open so she can

•scoop out the 30-50 seeds, or "beans," inside. About
400 beans are needed to
make one pound of choc-
olate. Sametta does not

go to school. Her family
needs her to work in order
for them to survive. Her

health is at risk because
she uses a sharp machete
to harvest the cocoa pods,
which are sprayed with
poisonous pesticides.
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nies do convince countries to stop selling their children,
and they teach farmers that their children need to go to
school, the cocoa farmers would still make barely enough
money to survive.

A New Solution: Fair Trade

There is hope. An emerging group of farms in
Africa and South America are called Fair Trade Certified.
Companies that buy cocoa beans from these farmers sign
a document promising to pay the farmers a Fair Trade
price which is enough for them to buy food and clothing
for their families and send their children to school. There
are about 45,000 farmers in this program. Chocolate
made from these farmers' beans is labeled Fair Trade. Also,
all organic chocolate made with cocoa grown on farms
without child laborers is labeled Fair Trade.

Farmers must have control over their cocoa bean
prices. Before 1999, the government in the Ivory Coast
set a minimum price for cocoa, but then the cocoa indus
try was privatized and the minimum price disappeared.
Groups like Save the Children say that minimum price
laws need to return.

How can you help and take pride in what you eat?

There are several ways. The first is when you get a
craving for delicious chocolate, buy it from companies
that have the Fair Trade label, or buy organic choco
late. Second, tell all your friends to do the same! Third,
write letters to the biggest chocolate companies (Nestle,
M&M/Mars and Hershey) telling them that they need to
buy at least some of their cocoa from Fair Trade Certified
farms so that kids can go to school. Lastly, when your
school has a fundraiser, choose to sell Fair Trade products.
Now chocolate qn be eaten fair and square!

-Deborah Dunn, Massachusetts.

Hot Chocolate Smiles

Winter
Was filled with hot chocolate smiles,
And snowball fights,
Moth-eaten socks,
And quiet hibernation.
Holiday music always made me smile.

Spring

Was defined by G-:.
Allergies, -
And backyard races,
And new tennis shoes.
The constant drizzle always cleared my mind.

Summer
Was reserved for
Barbeques,
And watergun fights,
Sandcastles,
And muddy flip-flops.
The smell of chlorine followed me like a
faithful old dog.

And finally Fall
Came and brought
Pumpkin patches,
And new pencils,
And newspaper clippings.
Piles of leaves stood guard in
our front lawn, reminding.

-Bianca Datta, 14, Indian American, Maryland.

Get Connected!
You might write to these companies:

M&M/Mars: consumer.atTairs@mmmars.com
Hershey's: www.hersheys.corp.

Fair Trade Organizations:

www.fairtradecertified.org
www.fairtradeusa.org

Where to Buy Fair Trade Chocolate:

www.deansbeans.com • www.equalexchange.com
www.servv.org • www.omanhene.com

www.ithacafinechocolates.com

To learn more on how to get involved:

www.globalexhange.org
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Kale Apple Salad
70 make this great tasting salad, you will need:

• One bunch of kale, thinly-sliced
• One large apple, diced
• Half sweet onion, sliced
Sprinkle a few walnuts. Splash a little balsalmic

vinegar and olive oil. Add a bit of pepper, other
herbs and spices to suit your taste. Massage salad
with hands to mix well.

Enjoy in the warmth of your garden or home
with friends and family! To your health,

-Dr. Pamela Wible.

Antibiotics? Antibiotic risks outweigh benefits
for most acute respiratory infections. There's only one
in 4,000 chance that an antibiotis; will help most acute
upper respiratory infections. But there's-

• One in 4 chance ofdiarrhea.

• One in 50 chance of a skin reaction.

• One in 1,000 chance it'll cause an E.R. visit.

Antibiotics can also lead to more resistant infections
that are harder to treat. Antibiotics are best for immu
nosuppressed patients or those who still have symptoms
after 7-10 days or ifsymptoms worsen after five days.

Don't forget to get a flu shot-especially if you
have asthma or any chronic pulmonary condition.
These are available through local pharmacies and
County Public Health offices.

-Dr. Pamela Wible, M.D., Oregon.

The American Academy of Pediatrics has now doubled
the amount of vitamin D it recommends. The new clinical
report, Prevention ofRickets and Vitamin D Deficiency in Infants,
Children and Adolescents, recommends all children receive 400
international units (IV) a day ofvitamin D because new evi
dence has shown that this could have life-long health ben
efits. Supplementation is important because most children
do not get enough vitamin 0 through diet alone. The 400
IUs a day will not only prevent the bone-softening disease,
rickets, but also treat it. Adequate vitamin 0 throughout
childhood may also reduce the risk of the bone-thinning

disease osteoporosis and in adults, new evidence suggests that
vitamin D plays a role in the immune system and may help
prevent infections, autoimmune diseases, cancer and diabetes.

Twenty Time-Tested Health Tips
• An apple a day keeps the doctor away!

• Beware of the ABCs (alcohol, beer and cigarettes);
don't experiment with them even under peer pressure.

• A balanced diet is the best prevention!

• Couch potatoes don't live healthy lives!

• Don't overdo anything. That includes everything, even

food. Moderation is the key in life!

• Exercise enough everyday! Running, swimming, and
doing sports will keep you fit as a fiddle.

• Fresh fruit! Choose apple, banana, berries, cantaloupe
or melon slices instead of canned or fruit juices.

• Garlic is good, cooked or raw, for your immune system
(and for lowering blood pressure) ifyou can stand its smell!

• Have faith and trust in yourself, your body, your
instincts, your ability. Don't worry, be happy!

• LAugh a lot. Laugh and smile to let go ofsadness.

• Meditate! Keep a quiet, reflective time for yourself in
your daily routine, at least ten minutes a day.

• Nature nurtures! Enjoy the outdoors and fresh air.

• Organic is the best! If your family can afford to buy
local, farm-fresh, organic produce, go for it!

• Drink plenty ojIresh, pure water each day to cleanse
your system. Reduce or minimize use of caffeinated or
diet drinks, soda, fatty or salty foods and sweets.

\

• Sprouts! Eat fresh, home-grown sprouts as a snack or
with meals when fresh salad greens are not available.

• Silence is golden, especially when your peace of mind
is at stake!

• Try not to be sleep-deprived! Early to bed and early to
rise makes us healthy, wealthy and wise!

• Veggies-cukes, carrots, celery-are great snacks.

• "Walking is a wonderful way to reduce stress.

• Wash your hands well and often to help reduce
spreading germs! Especially after using the bathroom,
after playtime, before eating, cooking or touching food
and before going to bed!

• Whole grains contain more vitamins and fiber.
Choose whole wheat breads and brown rice as they are
better for your health than white breads and white rice.

-A.NT
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Splendored Tree

Traditionally, wood-working was

done by men, but creating objects from
the inner bark was usually done by

women. The bark was peeled during the

summer, when full of sap, needing no
modification and could be used as is for

making baskets, matting, rope, braiding,
hats, rain ponchos, blankets and baby

cradles. For people of the rainy, coastal
range, clothing made of oiled, shredded
Cedar bark provided protection from
rain, wind and cold. The fluffy fiber of

the shredded bark was soft and absor-
Art: Shannon Lattin, Oregon bent. It was used for making towels,

baby diapers and blankets. The artistry of the baskets
was greatly valued. It was used as a trade item and given
as a gift to high ranking women during the Potlatch
ceremonies (which centered on the sharing of wealth
through feasts).

The smaller branches that hang down from the

main branches were sought after for their strength.
They were used for making ropes for fishing, sealing

and as anchor lines for canoes. Since metal usage was
unknown, they were used for binding, lashing and fas
tening boards. The slender roots of the tree were used

to make coiled baskets and because of their watertight
ness, for making storage containers, cooking vessels and
rain hats. They were also used for sewing and lashing
equipment.

Because of its life sustaining nature, the Native
Americans revered the tree. Many of their rituals incor
porated parts of the tree, especially the bark. During a
corning of age ceremony, the girl wore a ring of Cedar
bark on her head. The bark was also used for healing
purposes: as a tourniquet to stop bleeding, as a bandage
and as a healing pad. Yellow Cedar was used for many
cures. Its bark was burned and the ash mixed with
catfish oil and smeared over a sick person as a cure.
Chewed leaves were used to cure pains and aches. It
was also used in sweat baths as a cleanser. The Native
Americans' respect for nature is a good example for
present generations to emulate and learn what "Green

Living" really means.

-Prcif. Bhavani Manheim, retired anthopologist, Oregon.

The Ceelar: A Many

D id you know that many

Native American nations

practiced ecological preservation?
They respected the planet and knew

secrets of biodiversity and myriad

usages of plants and animals. Some

plants had a very special significance

for them, like the Cedar of the Pacific
Northwest Coast.As far back as 9,000

years ago, the Native Americans called
the Cedar the "long-life-maker" and

"Rich woman maker." It was an inte
gral part of their every day life. They
believed in its power and spirit.

The Cedar is a magnificent tree. It is a conifer, tall

and straight and can reach a height of 200 feet, a diam
eter of 14 feet and an age of 500 years! It has a flared
base tapering to a spiked tip, sometimes referred to as
a "Cake Fork" because of its shape. Its branches spread

horizontally. Long, slender, curved twigs bearing lace
work of fern-like foliage called "withes" cascade from

the branches. There are two kinds of Cedars: yellow and
red. The Red Cedar's wood is soft but firm and straight

grained. Its natural oil makes it long lasting.

Cedar grows extensively from the Baranof Island

in Alaska to coastal Northern California, yet it is
not native to North America. The tree found in the
Northwest belongs to the species 'Arbor-Vitae,' the
Latin phrase meaning "Tree of Life." No wonder, the
Native Americans called it long-life-maker! Before cut
ting the tree or pulling its bark, they prayed to the
Cedar Spirit, thanking it for being a good provider and
expressing their gratitude. They believed that showil.g
respect resulted in continued good supply. They utilizt:' j

all parts of the tree.

Cedar was used for building boats, canoes, housps

and other structures. It was used for carvings-to create
Totem Poles and ceremonial objects and utensils. They
steam-bent the wood (a technique unique to them),
creating beautiful four-cornered boxes. The Cedar
canoes were esteemed for their superb worksmanship
and were a valuable trade item. For example, a seal
catching canoe was worth 15 blankets and was a sym
bol of great wealth.
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7* An Orphan's Tear 7*

Having a kid in Ethiopia is a real luxury. In
order to feed him or her, you have to be

wealthy. But my mom and dad weren't.

When I was 18-months-old, my
mom and dad abandoned me in a desert
ed street in Harar, a town in Ethiopia. An
orphanage worker found me after almost
a whole day. I was nearly lifeless, with no
food to eat or water to drink.

I spent my childhood at the orphan
.age observing the world through my
crib's bars. Many families from all over
the world came to Harar to adopt
infants, but every time they looked down
at me they would make a disgusted grin and walk away.
I felt rejected. All the other children were being adopt
ed while I just sat in my crib, like a jail.

When I was six years old, I still thought I'd never
have contact with the outside world or a life of my
own. One day, a wealthy American man looked down
at me and mumbled something to his wife and kids.
I thought they were probably talking about how they
didn't want to have a child like me in their house, but
I was wrong. I still remember when the American
woman took me in her arms for the first time. In that
moment I felt something very special, something that I
had never felt before: being loved.

The couple had two children: Courtney, nine years
old, and Lisa, 14 years old. The mom and the dad were
called Natafie and Richard. He was a successful lawyer
in Los Angeles, California.

When I was taken out of the orphanage, the family
and I went in a car to the airport. I was shy because I
couldn't speak any English, apart from some common
words and sentences that the teacher at the orph~nage

had taught me.

The girl, Courtney, who was staring at me all the
time, giggled and whispered something to Lisa. They
asked me my name, and I answered: Tomas Kanzah.
Before I knew it, she was calling me Jeff Holley.

When I got out of the vehicle, Natalie held my
. hand until we got to the waiting area in the airport.
While the adults read books and the kids used their cell
phones to send text messages to their friends, I watched
the airplanes landing and taking off.

"In that moment Ifelt something very special,
something that I had neverfelt before: being loved."

I was so excited when I boarded a plane for the first
time in my life.

The flight seemed to take ages.
The mom and dad kept staring at
me and smiling. I was embarrassed. I
slept during the flight, but sometimes
I was woken up by Courtney's anger
because I laid my head on her shoul
der. Obviously, Courtney didn't like

------me. As for Lisa, she just ignored me
the whole time and p[;;tended not to
see me, as if I were a ghost.

When we arrived at the Los
Angeles International Airport, we went

to the garage and got into a car. I honestly did not even
know that a car like that existed! When we were driv
ing to the family's house, I looked out the car window
and noticed some new and strange things: almost all the
people I saw were white, unlike me, and they all smiled.
Usually in Harar the people have a very sad look.

The car stopped in front of a huge villa with a gate.
The yard was covered with green plants and trees. In
Harar, even if you were very rich, you could never own
a house like that one. To my surprise, the woman took
me out of the car and brought me in the house.

When we went inside the dad brought me to the
kitchen where he started boiling some milk. He kept
staring at me and smiling while making it.

I was very embarrassed. I tried to break the silence
but I couldn't. I didn't speak any English. I felt terrible
because I could not communicate with anyone. In fact,
I'm pretty sure that I did not say a word until the next
day when I was ready to go to school.

The next morning, the dad took me to school with
Courtney. Lisa biked to school. He helped me out of
the car and accompanied me to my new class. As soon
as I entered the room, everybody stared at me as if I was
an alien from a different planet. In a way, I was.

Richard took me to the teacher and spoke to her.
The teacher pointed to where I was supposed to sit. I
went and sat on the ground and everybody laughed.
At first I did not understand why, but then I remem
bered what the teacher at the orphanage told me: when
I went to America, I must sit on a chair, not on the
ground.
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"As soon as I entered the room, every
body stared at me as if I was an alien from a

dijferent planet, which, in a way, I was. "

The first day was boring. I couldn't understand a
word that my classmates or the teacher said to me.

I was miserable when Natalie brought me home. I
was thinking of how much I would like to go back to
the orphanage in Harar.

The next morning I drank my milk and got in
the car to go to school. I entered the classroom and sat
down in my seat. I tried to listen to the teacher until a
woman came to pick me up from my classroom and
brought me to another room. She was going to teach
me English.

After seven months her work was done. I could
speak perfect English and communicate with everyone.

As the years passed, I became more mature. I always
proved to be a man who knew what was right.

Thirteen years later. ..

One day when I was at home, I got myself a packet
of chips and a glass of water and started watching my
favorite TV program, "First and Last."When it finished,
I changed the channel and suddenly the smile on my
face turned into a sad and disappointed expression.

The TV screen showed a commercial for "Save the
Children." It showed skinny children from Africa who
were dying of thirst and hunger. They cried and stared
at the camera with flies all over their bodies. I had to
turn off the TV. I felt I must help change the situation.

I spent the following days thinking about what
I could do to help these children in Africa. At that
point, I decided to establish a foundation called "An
Orphan's Tear" with the help ofmy parents, to encour
age people to adopt children.

With a year of hard work, I founded it. I also
became rather famous because I was only 19 when I
formed the organization. Some people nicknamed me
"TheYoung Philanthropist."

I still live in America, but I'll
never forget my home country of
Ethiopia.

-Pier Coppola is a student

from Italy living in the Netherlands.
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Camouflage

Fifty pounds of clothes hit the floor
Car is heated up and running

His name on all camouflage apparel
dead silence...

just a savory smell of sarma
Grandma's home cooking

we're all waiting for someone to stand up
the clock is ticking

Bosnian family
Unknown victims, cruel inhumanity

War still spreads its deadly disease,
HigWy effective
Iraq, Somalia, Afghanistan,
Brother stands up,

Grandpa tears up,
Aquick, "Be safe,""1 love you" and "goodbye"
I sit and ponder

from American dream to loss of lives over gasoline
Tears build up inside of me

unable to cry,
"The one who doesn't cry is the one who hurts

the most."

Mom's words echo through my head
final goodbye and a look back
200 pound, 6' 3" man

his one tear slides off his cheek
universal and anonymous.
Morning rises, I hear
bird song, still silent
Air Force plane flies by,
Mind flashes to 1997, Bosnia
playing tag until 9 p.m.
Mama screaming at us
to come inside.

-Ivana Ogramic, high school senior, ~ashington.

*Cultural Curiosity*

If someone says "thank you" to you for something
you did for them, what's a "proper" response? Well, it
depends on where you are! Commonly used phrases are:

De nada or No hay de que (Spanish-speaking coun
tries); It's nothing (U.K.); de rien (French); No worries
(Australia); Don't mention it (India);You're welcome or,
It's my pleasure! (U.S.); bukeqi (China), or a smile!
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"It looks like rain," said Dr. Dullskull. "Do

you think I should take my umbrella to town?"

"Yes," said his wife.

Nov. - Dec. 2008

-Anm N Toke, Editor & Publisher

MaRs Up your Mind
Based on afolktale

"Yes, yes," said his wife, "take your umbrella."

"First you say, 'Take it; then you say, 'Don't
take it,'" shouted the doctor, "Will you please

make up your mind?"

-Bonnie Highsmith Taylor, author, Oregon.

His wife answered, "Then don't take it."

"If it rains hard and I get wet, I could catch
a bad cold," said Dr. Dullskull. "Shall I take it or

not?"

"But if it doesn't rain," said Dr. Dullskull, "I'll

have to carry it for nothing."

"Then leave it home," said his wife.

"But if I leave it at home and if it rains, I'll

get wet," said the doctor.

"Then take it," his wife said.

"But it may not rain," said Dr. Dullskull. "I
won't need it if it doesn't rain."
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Skipping Stones

A Not So Tough Decision

T he day I found the magic ring was just like any
other summer day. School had just let out and

I was on my first fishing trip of the summer. It was a hot
and slow day. I didn't catch anything all afternoon. Just
when I was thinking of putting away my fishing gear, a
huge large mouth bass nibbled at my bait. I pulled the
line in as quickly as I could, took the hook out of its
mouth, then put the fish in the bucket and went home.

When I showed my mother what I had caught she
was amazed. She took the fish into the kitchen to pre
pare to cook it. Soon she called me over and showed me
a ring she had found in the fish's stomach. Washing the
ring, she gave it to me and said, "You caught this fish, so
whatever is inside it is yours."

The next morning I woke up and discovered a blue
button had popped up from the ring overnight.The ring
was made ofbright shining gold with red rubies studded
around the perimeter of the surface.

I couldn't resist pushing the button, and so I did.
Suddenly a low, deep voice said, "Congratulations, mas
ter, you get three wishes!"

"Three what?" I asked.

"Three wishes! Anything you desire will be yours!"

I was flabbergasted. Then I thought about all the
great things I cold do with this ring. I could end world
hunger, stop wars and give every homeless person a
house. But then some greedy thoughts crept into my
head. I could win the lottery, get accepted to Harvard
and ask for world domination!

The follo~ing day I made my decision-I would
split my wishes. I'd have two unselfish wishes and one
greedy one. Then I had more thoughts. I thought how
happy I was with my life. It was just how I wanted it to
be and if I was tempted to use the ring it would never
be the same. What if I lose my friends? What if I don't
have my family?

I went down to the river. I knew what I had to do.
I made one wish. I wished that I would catch some fish.
Then I tossed the ring into the river with all my might.

I did catch some fish that day. Some
of them looked just like the fish that
the ring was found in, but this time we
didn't even check!

-Harris N LaTeeJ,grade 5, Virginia.
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Jt rrrue 1iunter
Surrounded by the thunder of many hooves

pounding the grassy forest floor over and over

again, all that passion and fury of motion and then the
tiny moment when everything matters, when the deer

are within range of a skillful spear, where a man proves

himself, a judgment is passed.

"You have him!" they cried, but as always Shadow

Stalker froze with terror. "Make the strike!" they
shouted. But Shadow Stalker couldn't move. And the

deer ran on. Gradually the dust settled and the world
became calm. Birds sang, a great hawk flew overhead.
"A true hunter," thought Shadow Stalker bitterly.

No words were said, only dull looks in his direction
that said more than enough. Shadow Stalker would
have liked to curl up deep in some cave.

"Ah, well," said the Wise One, "we are not all great
hunters."

Shadow Stalker walked with a broken spirit to the
hut where his wife, Peace-Within, waited. "Be not sad,"

she said. "for I love you, and you are a fine husband."

They had a quiet night. In the morning, after a

modest breakfast, Peace-Within came to her husband.
"Look deeply at me," she said. "I know how true your
love is for me. Carry my image with you always, next

to your heart, let me give you the courage you need
to overcome the cruel taunting of the ignorant ones.
Whatever happens, you always have me." Shadow
Stalker, who was not given much to talking, said, "How
you cheer me so, my lovely wife. I am truly blessed to
have you.You are my joy and inspiration."

Many times the great orb of fire crossed the sky and
sister moon had completed her cycle and then there
was talk of the deer again. This time Eagle Heart and
Mountain Peak would lead the hunt.
Shadow Stalker would come with
provisions; he was not even given a
spear, so great was the shame.

Again, there was the rush and
tumble of hooves on the ground.
Eagle Heart and Mountain Peak
cried out brave words.The deer were
in sight. There were 15 of them. This
would truly be a great kill that one

talked about for
generations. Then
tragically, Eagle
Heart's horse hit

a twisted log and
fell and Mountain
Peak's horse tum
bled after him, they
were so close. "All
is lost now!" they
cried. But Shadow cr•• a.,h '07

Stalker began to
ride with renewed life. In a triumph of the moment
over memory he reached down to grab four spears
from Eagle Heart and Mountain Peak. He closed in on
the deer. He focused totally, blocking out the past and
each spear he hurled hit a fine deer indeed.

And it was his lovely wife, Peace-Within, who had
filled his heart with courage and wonderful strength,
and to her he gave all the credit. She was a true hunter.

Eagle Heart and Mountain Peak came back to
the village riding together on a weary horse leading
the second horse laden with the slain deer. There was
a great celebration. "We have good news," said Eagle
Heart, "and better news. First, we have had a fine hunt."

"What of Shadow Stalker?" said one of the greeters.
"Has he been hurt, or just run off afraid?" There was
now open laughter.

"Hold," said Mountain Peak, raising his hand with
his palm facing out, "I shall tell you the story." And
when the story was fully explained, Shadow Stalker
came trudging up the path leading the third horse to a
hero's welcome. All were glad, and never again was any

taunting directed at Shadow Stalker.
From then on Shadow Stalker was
often seen celebrating with the gods
of the hunt.

It was on that great day, long
to be remembered, Peace-Within
came up to her husband and said, "I
always knew you had it in you." But
Shadow Stalker said, "I had you in
me, that was all that mattered."

Story and art byJon Bush, Massachusetts.
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Noteworthy North.East.West.South.

• Don't let fancy names fool you! There are
many groups with names that begin with "Americans
for" or "National" to make us believe that they have the
best interests of the people at heart. Quite often, after
careful review of their news releases, web content and
sponsors, it becomes obvious that they hold a limited
worldview, or are motivated by their sponsor's agenda.
Just because a group has a "non-profit" status, it does
not mean that it is acting selflessly or for the benefit of
all. Neverthless, there're many nonprofits that genuinely
work for the well-being ofpeople and the planet.

Ideas for Research and Discussion: In your class or
at home, assign groups of two or three to study one or
more groups like: The World Bank • American Forestry
Association • u.-e Can Solve It • Americans for American
Energy • World Watch Institute • Earth Island Institute

After in-depth research using multiple sources,
write down your findings (include sources and dates)
and then present them to the group for a discussion.
We1comeconstructive criticism from your classmates.

• Energy issues! You might like to hold a teacher
or mentor moderated dialogue on our energy policy.
You may begin with the "Repower America" program
associated with last year's Nobel Prize winner AI Gore's
recent challenge to rely on 100 % clean energy within
10 years. Ask questions such as why America still runs
on fossil fuels and automobiles when enacting a "clean
energy" policy would address the worst effects of cli
mate change, create millions of jobs and bring savings
to America's families and businesses. The Alliance for
Climate Protection suggests that oil and coal lobbies are
blocking the switch to clean power, and it is high time
to work on a clean energy future for the world.

• Many children attribute white male monop
oly on presidency to discrimination. A study
published in the journal, Analyses of Social Issues and
Public Policy, explored the views of children, ages 5 to
10, about the role of race and gender in the u.s. presi
dency. Results indicated that most children are aware
that women and people of color have been excluded
from the presidency. They attributed the lack of female,
African American and Latino presidents to gender and
racial discrimination. The study shows that children
endorse the belief that the presidency should be filled
by people of both genders and diverse races or cultures.

• uOcean deserts" or udead zones" are oxy
gen-starved areas of the ocean, often caused by nitro
gen from fertilizers, sewage effluent and other pollution
released in waters by agricultural and industrial sources.
Such dead zones are increasing in size and numbers.

• Together we stand; divided we fall/The sixth
national Mix-It-Up at Lunch Day will be celebrated
on 13 November by enjoying lunch and conversation
with someone new! Last year, over four million stu
dents participated in the event at over 10,000 schools.
Contact: www.mixitup.org for details.

• Mohawk 8th grader wins a national honor.
Katsitsiaroroks (pronounced gaw jee jaw 10 loks) Mitchell,
an 8th-grader and a member of the St. Regis Mohawk
Tribe of northern New York state, won first place in
the 2008 national Native American Student Artist
Competition. The contest, sponsored by the Office of
Indian Education, encourages students to explore the
connections between Native American culture and
educational success. The winning artwork displays the
various Mohawk Clan symbols. The Mohawks have
several clans such as the bear, the wolf and the turtle
clans. They become members of a clan through their
mother's family. In the old days, clan members all used
to live together in the Mohawk Longhouses. They
shared work, food and shelter. Longhouse societies
still exist today in modern Mohawk culture. Mitchell's
life and art both relate to this year's contest theme of
"Circle ifEmpowerment: Education, Language, Culture and
Tradition. "

• Paint for the Planet: Young artists from around
the world are lending their support to global efforts to
combat climate change through Paint for the Planet,
an exhibit and auction of children's art in NewYork.

The Paint for the Planet website (www.unep.org/
paint4planet) features a selection of stand-out entries
from the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) International Children's Painting Competition.
Showcasing children's fears and hopes for the planet,
the paintings are a powerful plea from children for
leadership on climate change before it is too late.

Paint for the Planet will be a launch pad for the
'UNite to Combat Climate Change' campaign that calls
for a concrete agreement at the climate change talks in
Copenhagen, Denmark, in December 2009.
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Let's Clear the Air: 10 Reasons Not to Start Smoking
(Lobster Press). We all know tobacco is bad news but
some of our friends and family still smoke. In this

book, kids take a stand and encourage other kids to stay
tobacco-free. Ages 9-17. ISBN 978-1-897073-66-7.

The Origin of the Milky Way and Other Living
Stories if the Cherokee edited by Barbara R. Duncan

(University if North Carolina Press). The Cherokee peo
ple have lived in the Smokies for thousands of years.
This collection of 26 stories is presented by the mem
bers of the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians in their
own words. A great introduction to the Cherokee cul
ture.Ages 9-99. ISBN 978-0-8078-5930-8.

Snake and Lizard by Joy Cowley and Gavin Bishop
(Kane/Miller). Snake and Lizard, two very different crea
tures learn the give and take of friendship as they try to
become good friends in these 15 funny stories from
New Zealand. Ages 7-11. ISBN 978-1-933605-83-8.

This Our Dark Country: The American Settlers of
Liberia by Catherine Reef (Clarion). Liberia was born
in 1822 when the American Colonization Society set
about establishing an independent colony for free black
and former slaves on the west coast of Africa. Read
about their struggles. Ages 9-14. ISBN 0-618-14785-3.

Smart-Opedia Junior: The Amazing Book About
Everything (Maple 'Tree Press). Seven detailed chapters and
184 pages are filled with cool illustrations and short,
easy-to-understand concepts. This is a fun-filled book
to read for ages 5-8. ISBN 978-1-897349-30-4.

Thomas Jefferson: Dreiftsman if a Nation by Natalie
S. Bober (University if Virginia Press). This is an excel
lent rewrite of a biography that Natalie had written
earlier with young people (and Jefferson's private life in
the context of the nation's shameful history ofAfrican
American slavery) in mind. ISBN 978-0-8139-2632-2.

Tortuga by Rudolfo Anaya (University if New Mexico
Press). Tortuga (turtle) is based on award-winning
Chicano author Rudolfo Anaya's personal journey. It
begins one hot summer day when he and his friends
went swimming in the irrigation ditches. The novel is
set in a hospital for crippled children. It explores the
significance of pain and suffering in a young boy's life
as well as the importance of spiritual recovery along
with medical. Ages 12-adults. ISBN 0-8263-3624-8.

The Impossible Takes Longer: The 1, 000 Wisest
Things Ever Said by Nobel Prize Laureates edited by

David Pratt (Walker Publishing). It contains wit and wis

dom from some of the greatest minds of the 20th and
21st centuries. Ages 11-99. ISBN 978-0-8027-1637-8.

Red: The Next Generation ifAmerican Writers-Teenage
Girls-On What Fires Up Their Lives 7Oday, edited by
Amy Goldwasser (Hudson Street Press). Red is an excel
lent portrait of what -it means to be teenage girl in

America today. It shares essays by 58 teenaged girls on
diverse themes touching their lives. Ages ·12-19. ISBN
978-1-59463-040-8.

Animals at Play: Rules if the Game by Marc Bekoff
(Temple University). Dogs, cats, elephants or squirrels
may look like they're fighting, but if you pay attention,
you'll see that while they are playing and having fun,
they're also learning the rules of life. The author goes
on to describe what happens when animals become too
aggressive and how they apologize, forgive and learn to
trust their kind. Ages 6-9. ISBN 978-1-59213-551-6.

The Crossing, a novel by Taylor Joseph, 17, and her
father, Lawrence Joseph (Four Star Publishing). This is a
touching, emotional story of 12-year-old Maria and her
mom, Anita, who live in Monterrey, Mexico. They must
survive and find a better life. Should they cross the bor
der? Ages 11-17. ISBN 978-0-09815894-04.

Trouble Talk by Trudy Ludwig ('Tricycle Press). Maya's
new friend Bailey loves to gossip and spread rumors
and information about others in a hurtful manner. How
does she deal with that? As Bailey finds out, trouble talk
doesn't win you best friends. Ages 7-9. ISBN 978-1
58246-240-0.

Divorce is not the End of the World: Zoe and
Evan's Coping Guide for Kids by Zoe and Evan Stern
('Tricycle· Press). Growing up in a single-parent family is
not uncommon these days. This book is an honest and
practical guide for kids to deal with the situations that
they must face. Ages 9-14. ISBN 978-1-58246-241-7.

Tsion's Life: Ethiopian Voices by Stacy Bellward, photo
graph~ by Erlend Berge (Amharic Kids.com). Meet Tsion
(SEE yon), an 11-year-old Ethiopian girl, who shares
her life, her school, culture and country. Contains vivid
photographs and cultural facts. Also available, Our First
Amharic Words. Ages 7-11. ISBN 978-0-9797481-1-0.
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Proucl to Play without Prejuclice

Soccer season ended a month ago, but
none of us cares. Informal scrimmages

like this are more fun than actual practice anyway;
no grueling conditioning or cranky coaches, just
a gathering of friends with a common interest.

So here we are, boys and girls, tall and short,
freshmen and seniors, all simply wanting to play. I
tie my cleats and glance around the field, check
ing off those who promised to come. Most are
here, dressed and joking with friends. One group is
practicing juggling, counting in a variety of languages.
"One, two three. Uno, dos, tres. Un, deux, trois." English,
Spanish, and French, all taught at our high school. "Ett,
tva, tre. Ichi, ni, san." Swedish taught by our exchange
student and Japanese by two navy girls. "And, huliit,
sost." Ethiopian, from the many students adopted from
there. Languages from across the world echo on our
soccer field beneath the November sun.

Kids get together to play soccer in every country.
They play in abandoned lots, in the street, at the park,
on the playground. They play wearing fancy cleats, new
cleats, broken cleats or without cleats. We are no differ
ent. This is a soccer game like any other...except it isn't.
We're in a little town in the U.S., yet people of nation
alities and ethnicities from across the globe are here
to play a soccer game, many colors of hair, eyes and
skin all sharing a camaraderie on the field. How many
nations can boast such a broad mix ofpeople?

Ready to play at last, captains choose teams quickly
and we huddle together to position ourselves: striker,
midfield, keeper, defender. The ball is placed in the
center, we take our places.The scrimmage begins.

In moments, the ball is out of bounds, and I pause,
surveying the field. One boy is loping after the runaway
ball, arguing over his shoulder about who should have
possession. He and his friend switch from English to
Spanish without a second thought, only reverting back
when the non-Spanish speakers protest.

Then the ball is back in play, bouncing from player
to player.

"Up field," someone calls to his teammate behind
him. "I've got no one!" A defender hurries to cover
him, leaving him open no longer.

"jAqu{, aqu£! jEstoy abiertoI" shouts another team
mate, sprinting toward the goal. "Here, here! I'm open!"

Defenders rush to cover their goal, obeying the
orders of the goalkeeper standing behind them, scream
ing for someone to attack the ball. "You can't give them
space!" he shouts. "You can't let them have that open
ing-"

He cuts himself off as the ball sails toward the net,
landing on the tips of his outstretched fingers and com
ing to rest safely in his arms. The triumphant keeper
lands lightly on his feet, his face a mix of success and
anger at his teammates. His eyes sweep the field; there!
An open teammate. He throws the ball out, sending it
with enough force to land in front of his chosen player
who immediately starts up field.

"Kwas!" calls one of the girls from the center, glar
ing at her Ethiopian teammate. "Ball!"

"You are blocked, Rikik," he shouts back at her, his
accent barely noticeable after his years in the U.S. His
skin, the color of dark chocolate, gleams with sweat,
and his dark hair is plastered to his face as he frantically
searches for an open teammate to pass to.

"Here, here!" Another player, streaking by, leaves
him only a moment to pass, but in that moment, the
ball travels, accepted by a teammate who is free to con
tinue to dribble it toward the goal.

A defender confronts him, forcing him to back off
and turn toward the center to find a better path. "Pass!"
demands another player, her voice leaving no room for
discussion. The ball passes to her without question, but
in moments, she too is challenged.

"How do you say 'ball' in Japanese?" I ask a team
mate who has lived in Japan.

"Urn .. .Butoukai, " she tells me.

"Butoukai I" I call to her sister, who throws me a
dirty look.

"You're on the other team, Rachel," she informs
me. "Quit doing that." continued on next page...
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A Different Life

A Pelota of Dreams!
I'm a ball
That flows back and forth down the wood
but with each pass maybe intercepted
Can cada pase a la mejor quitada

Referee's whistle when called a foul
But at the beginning the ball goes up
With the score 0-0 in the beginning
Can el marcador 0-0 en el empiezo

The floor painted with the home mascot
But with a design in the middle
The three's all aligned
Can los tres alineados bien

-Julio Figueroa, 14, Arizona.

''I'm on your team," calls the Swedish exchange
student. "Bollen! Ball!"

As the ball rolls toward him, it is intercepted by a
halfback from my team, appearing out of nowhere. She
barrels up the center of the field, a tall sophomore with
her short brown hair flying behind her, her face a mask
of determination. She takes the ball with seemingly
little effort, using the element of surprise, and starts
running it back toward the center, aiming for the goal
on the opposite end

"Cross it!" calls a young teammate. The halfback
chips the ball, lifting it above the defender's head,
toward her teammate, who accepts the pass and weaves
her way toward the goal.

Suddenly, she is attacked from behind, side-tackled
as she approaches the goal. Crying foul, teammates rush
to help her up as the ball rolls out ofbounds again.

A bitter argument begins, both teams pghting for
their cause. One claims their player was justified in his
tackle, the other that their player had been tackled ille
gally and should get a penalty kick. Faces of all colors,
white and tan and brown and black, all alight with pas
sion and indignance.

At last, the conflict is settled, and the ball placed
ou·tside the goal box for an indirect kick.

A look of determination on her face, our player
sends the ball flying toward the net. The keeper jumps,
the ball brushes his fingertips, but he can't quite grab it.

We cheer in many languages as the ball sails into
the net. "Goal!" Both English and Spanish, a word every
player understands. "Mal!" shouts the Swedish exchange
student. "Go-ru!" in Japanese. And we all speak sign lan
guage, raising our arms and fingers in "V" for victory.
Standing on this soccer field, I'm proud that people
from this many nations, of this many ethnicities, with
many colors of skin, hair and eyes can come together
to playa game without any hint of racism or prejudice.
That we can all be friends without regard to our histo
ries or politics or religious beliefS.

I am proud that on this soccer field, we do not
speak merely English or Spanish or Amheric orJapanese
or Swedish. We speak soccer talk, a mix of many lan
guages and phrases found only on this soccer field.

I am proud.*
-Rachel Mills, 18,Jrom Nevada, now studies in Oregon.

A mass of
the world

Feels
disgust from icy winters.

A mass of
the world
Lives in

those icy winters.
We live by
blessings
Of our

'itchy' wool sweaters.
A mass of
the world

Feels
disgust from starvation.

A mass of
the world
Deals with
starvation.
We live by
blessings

Ofa
'flavorless' grain of rice.

A mass of
the world

Feels
disgust from illness.

A mass of
the world

Has an
illness.

We live by
blessings

Of'hurtful' vaccines.
A mass of
the world

Feels
disgust from lack of love.

A mass of
the world
Does not

have a thread of love.
We live by
blessings

Of
leeching felicity and friends.

A mass of
the world

Believes tomorrow
is a new day

A mass of
the world
Does not

believe that tomorrow will
be any different;

Flowing
with future and
opportunities;

And the
idea of grasping them as fast

as possible.
We live by
blessings

We know
that a mass of the world is

wrong.
-Maya Gouw, 11, New York.
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The Blue Esfero
And the Power of the Pen

I(arla and Michaela sat at my sun-splotched table,
papers and notebooks strewn about, each with their
head resting on their hands. Michaela was beginning to
cry.

"Mi eifero!" she said through a snotty nose. "My
pen! I can't find it! It's gone!"

We were just about to plunge into an afternoon of
homework help---I was working in the market town of
Ambato, Ecuador, at an after-school program. Most of
the kids' parents worked selling blackberries, papayas,
chicken feet and other essentials in the nearby market
stalls and could use some help to make sure their chil
dren got through their after-school studies.

I had been assigned to Michaela and Karla-two
girls who were as much each other's enemies as they
were schoolmates. Half my time was spent going over
multiplication tables and the other half making sure
they didn't kick each other under the table, steal each
other's erasers or scamper off to have cartwheel contests
down the hallway.

So when Michaela lost her pen, I turned to the
older Karla with an eye of suspicion-surely, I thought,
this was one of Karla's tricks. To lose a pen for these
kids was like losing a backpack full of schoolwork.
Money was tight and their parents could usually only
scrape up enough centavos to buy one black pen, one
blue pen and one red pen necessary for a term's home
work. Even the schools operated on a hairline budget.
Printed worksheets were a luxury too expensive to
afford. Instead, students carefully copied problems into
their graph-paper notebooks with a black pen, then
completed the equations in blue. Red was reserved for
special occasions, like map-making and geometry. With
Michaela's one blue pen missing, she would not be able
to complete her evening's homework.

Her whimpering had turned into sobs.

"Mi mama estara muy enojada! My mother will be so
angry! And my teacher, too, if I don't finish my home
work!"

I placed my hand on Michaela's skinny shoulder,
her too-small school uniform torn in several places. I
was ready to console her and I turned to tell Karla that
she must return the stolen item. Before I could, howev-

er, I watched as Karla's face melted from its usual stony
complexion to a tender softness. Instead of laughing at
her friend's plight, as I'd expected, she reached inside
her pencil pouch and pulled out her only blue pen.

"Aqu{," she said and slid it across the table in front
of Michaela's small head bent over the desk. "We can
share."

I was touched by this act of kindness. If Karla
shared her pen with Michaela, she would certainly only
get half of her own homework done for the day
jeapordizing her fast-approaching second-grade gradu
ation. Her parents would be mad that evening if she
didn't finish her math problems, as would her teacher,
and her serious eyes told me she knew this well.

But she also knew how grave it was that her friend
had lost a pen.

***
Pens here in the United States are like pennies

they're everywhere you go. Ask someone for a pen and
chances are they'll have one in their backpack, purse
or behind an ear. They might even ask you, "Red or
blue?" ,"Gel or ball-point?" or "Sharpie or roller-ball?"
You can find them by the dozen in cups on desks, in
junk drawers and glove compartments, under couch
cushions and beds, by telephones, on refrigerators and
even tossed away on the side of the street. So it can be
hard to think of the pen as a special object.
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Skipping Stones

But imagine what would
happen if there were no
pens or pencils. You couldn't
doodle, or draw a picture,
or write down directions to
get to a friend's house. If a
parent's friend called on the
telephone, you couldn't write
down their name or phone
number.You couldn't do your
homework or even write in
your diary. All of a sudden
the pen would seem pretty
important. Some people say
that the computer has made
the pen and pencil obsolete
that they are outdated and no
longer needed. E-mails have
largely replaced letters and you can plunk out a story or
report on the computer as quickly as you can on paper.
But you can't use a laptop to pass a friend a secret note
in class and a keyboard doesn't do you any good when
working on a newspaper crossword puzzle.

But perhaps the most important reason to pay
homage to this ancient writing utensil is that the pen
gives you the power to express yourself. Take a look at
documents written a hundred years ago: writing wasn't
just a way to communicate an idea, it was an art-form
in and of itself. Schoolchildren learned to labor over
every letter, with sweeping, spiraling strokes, and flour
ishes that mimicked bird-feathers. Each person devel
oped his/her own unique style, so that his/her hand
writing was like an artful thumb print.

While handwriting today might not be as fancy as
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it was last century, it is still
a marker of each person's
unique personality. What
does your handwriting
look like? Is it hurried and
slanted? Are you careful
to house each form neatly
between the lines? Do yol;l
scrawl large letters across
the page or do you keep
them tight and contained?
Believe it or not, there are
people who make their
living reading handwrit
ing, making predictions
about the writer's person
ality based on the shape
and movement of their let

ters across the page. No one's style of handwriting is
better than anyone else's, but next time you sit down to
write something you can think about this: the way you
wield your pen can be as artful and creative as the way
you wield a paintbrush-whether it's a shopping list, a
journal entry, or a poem to submit to Skipping Stones.

***
Karla and Michaela knew how valuable a pen or

pencil could be. Always careful not to waste their own
ink or graphite, they would jump at the opportunity to
use one of my extra pencils to draw carefree on scraps
of paper or write down stories they invented. This kind
of written self-expression was a luxury they usually had
to wait for, a special occasion, and they were always
Teady to take full advantage of it.

But it was the absence of a pen that brought about
one of the sweetest expressions I witnessed while
working in Ambato. When Karla offered Michaela her
prized, blue eifero, she taught me something invalu
able: as lucky as we are to be able to express ourselves
through writing and drawing, the most important thing
we can do is express ourselves through our actions. A
sacrifice for a friend is more precious than any amount
of words a person could put down on paper.

(Of course, you can always go back and write about
it later with a pen!)

-Shannon LAttin, Oregon. Ecuador Photos by Andrea
di Santis (from Italy) & Shannon LAttin. Also see back cover.
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Photographs by Shannon Lattin of Oregon and Andrea di Santis if Italy. Also see pages 34-35.
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